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1 Introduction

The actions that must be taken in order to successfully execute the scripts that were used
during the research are outlined in this document. You will be able to successfully execute
the code with the assistance of these instructions. In addition to that, information on
the hardware setup of the machine that was used to execute the code has been included
in this document.

2 System Specifications

2.1 Hardware Requirements

This research was carried out on a Dell Vostro 14 laptop. The laptop’s hardware spe-
cifications are as follows:

• Processor: Intel Core i5 10th Generation

• Operating System: Windows 10

• RAM: 16 GB

• Storage: 256 GB

2.2 Software Requirements

During the course of this research, the following tools were used:

• Python version 3.8

• Microsoft Excel

• Power BI

3 Setting Up the Environment

The whole study was carried out using Python script in Jupyter Notebook on Anaconda
Navigator.
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Figure 1: Anaconda Distribution

Anaconda Navigator was opened once it was installed successfully. Then Jupyter
Notebook was launched using the Google Chrome browser as its basic platform.

Figure 2: Anaconda Navigator

4 Selection of Data

The dataset was gathered from Kaggle.

Figure 3: IPL Dataset

Age of the players was not included in the dataset. Therefore, it had to be inserted
manually. The final dataset with players age has been shared together with the code.
That must be used as source data.
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5 Implementation

5.1 Code Blocks

Import Required Libraries

The libraries necessary for executing Batsman Dataset VFinal script are mentioned be-
low:

Figure 4: List of Required Libraries

Reading Data

In order to read the data, Pandas data frame was used, as shown below.

Figure 5: Data Reading

Data Preprocessing

After reading the datasets, they were merged in one single dataframe and then the team
names were updated.
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Figure 6: Merging Dataframes & Correcting Team Names

Feature Engineering

Batting attributes were added one by one in the dataframe. Sample code has been
highlighted in the following figure.

Figure 7: Batting Attributes
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Figure 8: Derived Attributes

The players were shortlisted depending on their ages.

Figure 9: Shortlisting Players

Data Binning

Here each batting attribute was given a value between one and five, with one being the
least significant and five representing the most essential.
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Figure 10: Data Binning

Data Encoding

Data that was not numerical in nature was changed into numerical value so that it could
be more readily fitted into a machine learning model.

Figure 11: Data Encoding

Data Correlation

The pairwise correlation of each column was found with the help of the corr() function.
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Figure 12: Correlation Between Columns

Data Split and Machine Learning Model Evaluation

Finally the experiments were carried out using a range of training and test set sizes in
order to access the models.

Figure 13: 70:30 Data Split & Model Evaluation
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Figure 14: 80:20 Data Split & Model Evaluation

A similar procedure was followed while running the Bowlers Dataset VFinal script.
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